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curriculum vitae
Background: I started my career 26 years ago as a General Contractor, primarily on insurance restoration projects. I
was licensed as a claims adjuster with the Texas Department of Insurance September 2002. A worked a few regional
hailstorms as an adjuster, then worked Hurricane Ivan adjusting residential claims in the fall of 2004. After Ivan, in
addition to a number of regional hailstorms, I adjusted just about every major natural catastrophe that has come along
up through Hurricane Michael. I was promoted to the position of General Adjuster when I was deployed to work
Hurricane Ike in Houston, TX September 2008 – 4 years after beginning my claims adjusting career. I primarily adjust
large-loss, complex claims since Ike.
After Hurricane Katrina, I opened a claims adjuster licensing, and training company called the CIA Training Academy –
Spring 2006. The company was registered by the Texas Department of Insurance for pre-licensing courses and
numerous other adjuster CE courses. In the summer of 2014, Mary Anne Medina, the VP of Vale Training Solutions (the
oldest and most prestigious claims adjusting school in America) asked me to come on staff as an instructor in their
Arlington, Texas office. I closed my school and worked at Vale for 1 year. I have been coaching contractors and public
adjusters since that time on how to properly write estimates, primarily large-loss.
Philosophy: When reviewing insurance claims to determine whether any professionals participating in the claim
performed their duties in good faith up to the reasonable industry standards, I call them as I see them. I have a firm
grasp of procedural and ethical issues as well as legal precedents regarding the process of properly investigating,
processing and adjusting insurance claims, having taught these issues for a number of years to claims adjusting students.
I understand the gravity of assuring that the process stays within the constraints placed on it by both the insurance
contract, court precedents as well as state law.
Regarding the appraisal process, depending on the appraisal clause language, we are to determine the amount of the
insured’s loss due to the (presumably) covered loss regardless of any coverage uses that may exist, since determining
coverage is outside our authority as a panel. I have done almost 2,000 appraisals, either as an appraiser or umpire in 23
years. No appraisal I have ever worked on has been contested by either party nor vacated.
Licensing &

 Licensed Texas P&C Adjuster # 1183498 (expires Feb. 2023);

Certification:

 Independent General Adjuster;
 Independent Insurance Appraiser/Umpire;
 Certified Umpire through the Wind Insurance Network, listed in their directory of Umpires;
 Retired General Contractor;
 NFIP Flood Certified Adjuster # 06060451;
 California Earthquake Authority Certification # 40262CG040;

 Nationwide Insurance certified;
 Haag engineering's course on hail impact on cedar shakes and shingles, structural and water
damage and many other Haag courses – numerous times;
 Texas Paramedic and Firefighter certifications – 25 years.
Employment:  Independent Insurance Appraiser/Umpire – 1999 to present;
& Experience

 Independent CAT adjuster – 2001 to present having worked the following storms: Hurricanes
Ivan, Charley, Frances, Katrina, Wilma, Rita, Ike, Sandy, and Michael as well as numerous non-Hurricane
related storms;
 Experienced adjusting large, complex (residential and commercial) losses, including re-inspections
(clean-up work) and daily claims in Texas;
 Self-employed Residential General Contractor in Dallas - 1997 to 2007 (Retired);
 Outside sales – 1987 to 1997;
 Paramedic – City of Austin, TX – 1981 to 1987.

Teaching:

 Founder and Lead Instructor of CIA Training Academy – 2006 to 2014 - licensing and training qualified
individuals to be the best catastrophe adjusters in the industry;
 Instructor at Vale Training Solutions – 2014 to 2015 - licensing and training qualified individuals to be
the best claims adjusters in the industry;
 Accomplished trainer in areas such as customer relations, policy interpretation, scoping losses (up to
and including complex, multi-million dollar losses) and creating an excellent work product whether using
Xactimate or IntegriClaim;
 Xactimate and IntegriClaim instructor;
Publications:  ‘Adjuster Licensing Workbook’ – I authored a 420-page workbook, utilized by adjuster
pre-licensing students, to prepare for the state adjuster licensing exam.
 ‘Residential Adjusting 101 Workbooks’ – I authored a three-book set that teaches licensed adjusters
how to effectively become one of the best catastrophe claims adjusters in the nation;
 ‘Creating an Excellent Work-Product’ – I co-authored a workbook utilized by licensed adjusters to
learn how to utilize the Xactimate and IntegriClaim software to create an excellent work product for
insurance carriers.
 ‘Win the Claim Game by Levelling the Playing Field’ – I authored a 257 book, utilized by contractors,
PAs and consumers on how to overcome unreasonable or uncooperative claims adjusters.

Expert
Witness:

 I have testified in a few civil trials as an expert witness and in one arbitration as well. I have written
seven expert reports on claims that had the potential for litigation. Whenever a consumer complains
about a member of the North Texas Roofing Contractor Assoc, the association hires me to determine
the facts and make a recommendation of how to handle the complaint.

Summary: I have almost 17 years experience handling residential and commercial property claims and an additional 10
years on top of that handling insurance restoration projects as a General Contractor in Dallas, TX. I am proficient with
IntegriClaim and Xactimate 28. During Hurricane Ike, I concurrently worked for a large commercial insurance carrier and
completed for them two large school districts (with over 150 buildings), two very large hotels, a ($5 million sized) Baptist
Church, a shopping mall, 6 smaller commercial claims and 40 residential claims collectively exceeding $12 million in

covered losses. I successfully finished all claims in under three months with only one reopened claim. It was a shopping
mall where the Policyholder demanded appraisal for a $2 million dispute. The appraisal panel agreed to only add
$20,000 extra to my original claim estimate. After all my Hurricane Ike claims were concluded, the senior claims
examiner from the carrier that I was working with stated that I was their number one independent claims adjuster for
that storm.
During Hurricane Sandy, I adjusted 18 entire school districts on Long Island. This required fully inspecting over 300
elementary, middle and high school buildings, administration buildings, etc. Some had a building footprint larger than
an acre. I closed the claims in under 3½ months, and none were contested – only had a few small supplemental claims
for items that were not available at the time of my initial inspection.

